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2002-2003
The Story in Your Eyes
by Gödel Escherbach

2002

T

he year 2002 began, as it often does, on January first, with
much hoopla. Stan and Gisèle
stayed home and engaged in a minimal level of hoopla. January 10th was
the first day of the spring semester and
once again Stan was teaching the
same four courses. On January 25th
Stan learned that a prospective student would be flying up from the
Houston area with his flight instructor. His instructor was none other than
Wally Funk! Wally is an Oklahoma
State University alum and a Flying
Aggie! More importantly, she was one
of the thirteen women who completed
the “Women in Space” program in
1961. This program put the thirteen
women through the same series of
tests that the original seven male
Mercury astronauts endured. Although Wally and twelve other
women successfully completed the

tests none ever got to
fly in space [Bummer.
Ed.]. For the straight
poop on Wally Funk
check out the Link 1 on
page 27. Unfortunately,
Wally and her student
were running a bit late
and Stan had to get to
class. Therefore, he
was unable to greet
Wally. But just to make sure the students understood the importance of
the woman who was about to fly in,
Stan printed out some of the biographical info on Wally he obtained
from the web. While searching for
info on “Wally Funk” he came across
the fact that an Australian band called
“Spiderbait” recorded a song called The
Flight of Wally Funk. Honest! For the
straight poop on the song see the band’s
web page (See Link 2 on page 27).
A few days after Wally’s visit to
Oklahoma the concrete contractors
were ready to pour the roof of Stan’s
tornado shelter/bunker. The end of
“Phase I” was almost complete! As
loyal readers will recall, Stan began
his garage/shop/guesthouse project in
2001. While the concrete footings and
stem wall had been poured some time
ago the floor could not be poured until Stan completed all of the rough
pluming and installed the pipes that
would heat the concrete floor. After
some months of work Stan was finally
ready for some more concrete - on the

coldest day of the year! Now that the
floor was done, the new year brought
with it the need for still more concrete.
Stan wanted an above-ground tornado bunker to be an integral part of
the building. This would entail building forms for the 9.5 foot high, 6”
thick reinforced concrete walls and
ceiling. Since Stan actually wanted to
be able to get in and out of the bunker he planned for five 36”-wide steel
doors. The door frames would be built
into the concrete forms and the concrete would be poured around them
making the doors an integral part of
the concrete structure. Well, that was
the plan. [You just knew there had to
be problems, didn’t you? Ed.]
Set in Concrete
The geniuses that Stan hired to
perform all the concrete work had already torn up Stan’s water supply line
when digging for the footings in the
summer of 2001. They also managed
to make a few other small goofs.
However, their piece d’resistance
[That’s French for big screw-up! Ed.]
was the bunker doors. When they put
the five door frames inside the concrete forms they did not insert blocks
inside the door frames to prevent them
from deforming due to the pressure
of the concrete. Strangely enough, the
door frames distorted. The 36” door
frames were still 36” wide at the top
and bottom of the frame, but now only
35.5” wide in the middle of the frame.
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For some reason the doors would not string of wet weather Denny had not while the concrete boys continued
close. [This is possibly the genesis of been able to pour the foundations for working on those pesky doors. Bethat saying about things being “set in several houses upon which he was tween the thirteenth and the fifteenth
concrete...” Ed.]
scheduled to begin construction. the roof went up and was quickly
Two of the door frames had to be Therefore, his framing crew was idle. felted and shingled. Since the concompletely cut out of the concrete Stan’s timing was unusually perfect. struction was proceeding forthwith it
walls and replaced. Two of the re- On 4 February the framing lumber was about time that Stan got around
maining three doors had to be “mas- began to arrive in Stan’s front yard. to ordering windows for all those
saged” into working order. The last
February also marked the first an- holes in the walls.
door was workable with minor niversary of the accident that took the
After asking for advice from sevmodifications. After several weeks of lives of SOSU students Jake Marcum eral people, Stan was directed to
extra work Stan finally had his bunker and Lynn Mathew. On February 7th the Texoma Door & Sash and told to ask
with more or less operational doors. entire department, along with SOSU for “Bubby.” When Stan got to
Now he just needed a
Texoma Door &
building to go around
Sash he met a very
the bunker. [The neighlarge man and, with
bors were beginning to
much trepidation,
complain that the buildasked if he was
ing site looked like the
“Bubby?” Stan just
Who’s Who’s Next alknew that this had to
bum cover... Ed.]
be some sort of setup
By the end of
to get his butt kicked.
January the bunker
How in the widehad been completed
world of sports could
(Well, kinda coma six foot two inch,
pleted. At this time the
three hundred pound
doors still were not yet
man allow himself to
closing correctly).
be called “Bubby?”
Stan now needed to
[They say that fict is
frame a house-like
often stranger than
structure around the Who’s Next? The bunker is readied for the last concrete pour to com- faction... Ed.] Fortubunker to enclose the plete the walls and the roof. Fortunately, no errant rock musicians nately, Stan was neiguesthouse and garage appeared to leave a deposit.
ther killed nor seportions of the buildverely beaten. He did
ing. While Stan could do some fram- President Glen Johnson and a variety manage to order the fourteen wining he didn’t fancy trying to stick-frame of university faculty and staff, met at dows needed for the project.
After the basic structure and roof
a roof. He decided to contact the con- the airport for a sunrise ceremony
tractor he had originally approached honoring the two fallen aviators. Later were complete Stan started working
about building the entire structure, in the year a pavilion, originally sug- on the plumbing in the bunker and
gested by Jake Marcum, was built at began the long search for a mason.
Denny Hall.
Stan’s friend, Kyle Thomas, had the airport and dedicated in Jake and By comparison, the plumbing went
very smoothly indeed. The search for
recently moved into a new home built Lynn’s honor.
a mason was far more problematic.
by Denny and Kyle seemed pleased
The first think that Stan discovered
with Denny’s work [How can you call The Garage Mahal
As February progressed so did the was that in this part of Oklahoma one
Kyle a “friend?” He the guy who regularly mocks Stan with his new, trailer- progress on the “Garage Mahal” [As does not hire a stone mason to do
hitchless pickup truck! Ed.]. Stan it has been dubbed by Sam Shipley. brick and stone work. Rather, one
called Denny on January 31th and Ed.]. The framing crew, lead by Todd hires a “bricker.” [Apparently brickers
found he was in luck! Due to a long Allison, got to work on the eleventh represent some sort of lesser sub-spe-
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actually run for governor of Oklahoma. As it turns out, he did run and
lost to Brad Henry. In any event, since
he was a former pro football player
and had just announced that he was
leaving the Congress in order to run
for governor there was much interest
in his speech. He spoke passionately
but didn’t manage to convince Stan
to vote for him [Or enough other
folks, either! Ed.].

ment mixer. Daryl
claimed that a disgruntled former-associate took it due to an alleged bad debt. Stan was
expecting gun play to
break out at any moment. Eventually, the
exterior brick work was
complete and Daryl began bricking the outside
of the bunker wall which
is in the guesthouse por- Democracy Oklahoma Style
tion of the structure. AfOne item of note from the 2002
ter a several unexplained Oklahoma election was one ballot inimulti-day absences, tiative that you would only see in
Daryl finally completed Oklahoma. State Question 687 prothe work. Despite sev- posed to ban the “sport” of cock fighteral problems the brick ing (If you do not believe this humble
work looks more or less reporter do a Google search on “OklaOK [More or less... Ed.]. homa and SQ 687”). Apparently the
On February 20th only places where cock fighting was
Talk about things being set in concrete! Here, two Representative Steve still legal were Oklahoma, Louisiana
of the five bunker doors have been cut out of the Largent spoke at SOSU. and a few counties in New Mexico.
concrete walls due to “contractor error.”
Since Stan is on the By a vote of 56% to 44%, State Quescies of stone masons. Ed.] Stan also committee that organizes several of tion 687 removed Oklahoma from
learned that brickers were held in such these lectures each year he had to at- that august company. Unfortunately,
high esteem that nobody would actu- tend. Up until the lecture there had Stan missed a great opportunity to
ally come out and recommend one. been much scuttlebutt about whether cash in on the hot passions of the cock
The best “recommendation” you or not Representative Largent would fighting community. Stan had some
could get was that one of the
brickers was the “least bad”
of the bunch. The “least bad”
one that Stan hired was
named Daryl.
Stan completed his overplumbing of the garage relatively quickly. He installed a
shut-off valve for every individual faucet [Yes, EVERY faucet! Ed.] in the
building and also provided
for a fire protection sprinkler
system. Even though the
main plumbing was now
complete the bricking continued. There were a variety
of setbacks, including the Todd Allison’s crew made quick work framing the Garage Mahal. Of all the crews
disappearance of Daryl’s ce- Stan hired this was the most professional, reliable and hard working.
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Wilbur and the dog. This is the dog that decided to adopt Stan, Gisèle and
Wilbur. Unfortunately, he never made it beyond Purina Puppy Chow.
great ideas for bumper stickers that
he felt would have sold well in rural
Oklahoma. The first would simply
state: When they outlaw cock fighting - only outlaws will have cocks!
The other would say: You can have
my cock when you pry it from my
cold dead hand. [He coulda made
millions! Ed.]
February 26th was the day Stan
and his colleagues, Dr. Dave Conway,
Dr. Gene Hetsel, George Jacox and
Kyle Thomas drove up to Stillwater
for the 2nd Annual Oklahoma Aviation
Education Symposium. That night
they ate at the Kyoto Japanese steak
house. This is a big story because
Gene Hetsel normally wouldn’t be
caught dead in any sort of Asian food
establishment. The gang managed to
convince Dr. Gene that he could obtain some relatively normal dead cow
at Kyoto. He reluctantly agreed to accompany the group. We are happy to
report that he did survive the ordeal.
March brought six brand new
Cessna 172R aircraft to the ramp at
Southeastern. The Noble Foundation
donated two of the aircraft to SOSU,
provided the university bought four
more. George, Kyle and a few of the
flight instructors went to the Cessna

factory in Independence, Kansas to
pick up the new aircraft and fly them
back to their new roost. No sooner had
the new aircraft arrived than the ground
work began for their new home. New,
larger T-hangars were going up immediately adjacent to the main hangar.
There would now be room for all of aircraft either under the T-hangar or in the
main hangar.
April also saw the rescheduled
Strategic Visioning Retreat. Everyone
felt a little weird because the original
retreat began on 11 September, 2001.
Fortunately, this event concluded
without any outside interruption. In
late April Stan and Gisèle spent the
night in Oklahoma City to attend an
Oklahoma ACLU meeting where
Barry Lynn was the guest speaker.
While Rev. Lynn spoke eloquently
about church-state issues, Stan was
keeping his eyes on the hotel staff.
Stan is always afraid that some waiter,
who may passionately disagree with
what the speaker is saying, might, either by accident or design, spill some
hot java in Stan’s lap. Fortunately, Stan’s
pants stayed dry.
Soon after Stan and Gisèle’s return from Oklahoma City a stray dog
decided to adopt them. He was very
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friendly but also very nervous. It
seemed obvious that while he was
very young, he had not lived a pleasant life. Stan and Gisèle [And Wilbur! Ed.] welcomed him into their....
garage while they attempted to find
someone who would adopt him. Unfortunately, after about a month, the dog
was run over and killed by a construction worker in an old blue Dodge van.
Late April also saw that annual
Massey lecture that Stan’s committee
organizes every year. This year’s
speaker was a guy named Keith Bailey.
At the time he was the Chairman and
CEO of the Williams Corporation.
However, at the time of the lecture the
Williams Corporation was in the midst
of some questionable business activity.
Unfortunately, nobody asked him any
embarrassing questions [Darn! Ed.].
May saw the usual rush of activity; the Aviation Alumni Fish Fry and
finals week quickly followed by commencement. However, to add some
fun, Stan and Gisèle again travelled up
to the Oklahoma metroplex to attend a
baby shower for Bob and Mary
Hibbert’s new child.
June 1st was also the time for the
annual Durant Balloon Festival. Unfortunately, the first of June was also
the date for Ross Goeres’ retirement
party. Ross was going to be retiring
from the US Air Force and Stan would
be missing it. Fortunately, Ross was
able to attend and he was able to retire on schedule. Now, for the first
time in over twenty years, Ross was
unemployed.
June found Stan working in the
newly framed, roofed and bricked garage/guesthouse. Stan had decided to
save some money [Here we go
again.... Ed.] and make his own folding garage doors. Since Stan had
never done anything like this before
he encountered some unanticipated
problems... [What a surprise! Ed.].
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in San Pedro.
Early the next
morning everyone
packed into several cars for the
trip down to San
Diego. Danusia
was graduating
from Eleanor
Roosevelt College at UC San
Diego. Each of the
six college that
make up the university hold their
own graduation.
So there were only
a thousand graduates in Danusia’s
class [Is that all?
Ed.]. The graduation was very elegant and Danusia
and her friend
Genevieve Tho-
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town Burbank for the Fourth World
Skeptics Conference. Stan met all
sorts of interesting people and listened
to a discussion of Urban Legends by
Jan Harold Brunvand (See Link 3 on
page 27) as well as a talk on urban
legends and hoaxes on the internet by
Barbara and David P. Mikkelson who
edit the Urban Legends Reference
Pages (See Link 4 on page 27). One
of the high points of the conference
was the luncheon talk given by writer
Harlan Ellison. Despite being in his
late 60’s, he was still outspoken and
opinionated. Gabe Kaplan of Welcome Back Kotter fame was the
speaker at the dinner later that night.
At the end of the conference Stan
drove back down to LA to drop off
his rental car and meet with Danusia.
They had enough time to take in a
movie before Stan departed and they
went to see Undercover Brother. Unfortunately, Stan had to explain many
of the 1970’s retro-references that were

Da Godfather and Da Goddaughter. Stan and Danusia
show off her new diploma. Danusia graduated from the
Elanor Roosevelt School at UC San Diego in June, 2002.
Stan had to fabricate a number of special hinges and counter weights in
addition to buying wire rope, fittings
and pulleys to make his contraption
work. Well, he never really got the
first door to even open [That’s why
they call it “trial and error!” Ed.]. June
also found Stan playing with rockets
during the Aviation Department’s
Aviation Summer Camp.
The Godfather
June fifteenth was the beginning
of the highlight of the summer. Stan
departed the Dallas/Fort Worth airport
bound for Los Angeles International
and the college graduation of his goddaughter, Danusia. Danusia and her
little brother, PJ picked Stan up at LAX
and spirited him to graduation central

mas were successful in
graduating. Afterward,
the gang retired to the
Hubah Party Palace in
San Pedro and partied
the night away!
The rest of the
week was spent enjoying some of the sights
of southern California
with family and
friends. Danusia, Jade,
and Diana accompanied Stan to Venice
Beach one day and another wonderful daylong trip to Disneyland.
Later in the week it was Critically acclaimed author Harlan Ellison chats
time for Stan to drive with Dr. William Ameen at the Fourth World Skepup to beautiful down- tics Conference in “beautiful downtown Burbank.”
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out to BaltimoreWashington International Airport on
29 July and was met
there by the still unemployed Ross Goeres in his trusty
Honda Insight hybrid automobile.
The main purpose of Stan’s trip
was to liberate a Pietenpol Air Camper
project from Mrs.
Marge Shipley so
she could have her
garage back. Mrs.
Shipley’s late husband, Thomas G.
Co-conspirator and fellow graduate Genevieve Thomas joins Danusia at the post graduation Shipley, was Stan’s
party at the Hubah home in San Pedro. Immediately after this photograph was taken the girls mechanical drawviciously attacked the poor cake with long knives. Can’t you see the evil in their eyes?
ing teacher in high
school. Back when
present throughout the movie. Finally, wedding anniversary. She returned a Stan matriculated to Loch Raven Selate on the 23rd, Stan departed LAX for week later and then a week after that nior High (LRSH) in 1972 [The year
the flight back to DFW and then the two it was Stan’s turn to leave. Stan flew it opened! Ed.] Mr. Shipley was behour drive back to Durant.
Early in July Stan’s old OSU pal
Brian Ward came to town for a visit.
Brian flies corporate aircraft for a living. Most recently Brian became Xrated! He earned his type-rating in the
new Citation X. He seems to like the
X, seeing as you can cruise at 0.9
Mach, which isn’t fooling around. But
July wasn’t just a travel month for
Brian; it was another month for travel
for the kids.
On The Road Again
Both Stan and Gisèle travelled to
their respective ancestral homes;
Gisèle to Robertville, New Brunswick, and Stan to Baltimore. Two
days after their ninth wedding anniversary Gisèle left Stan and departed
for Canada [I see a trend... Ed.]. She
was going to see her aunt Hazel and Jade, Diana and Danusia ham it up in front of Mickey Mouse as they begin
Uncle Adrien and attend their 50th their day of fun at Disneyland. Stan was forced to carry all their baggage.
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Sam Shipley and Bud Hendrickson make fun of Stan as he loads the last of
the Pietenpol parts into the Ryder Rental truck. Stan was tempted to lock
them in the back and take them for a ride... [You shoulda! Ed.]
ginning the Pietenpol project with his
pal, Bud Hendrickson. Messers. Shipley and Hendrickson were nothing
if not slow and methodical.
After fourteen years the Pietenpol was about 75% complete when
Mr. Shipley passed away. The
Shipley’s sons, Paul and Sam, were
not interested in completing the Pietenpol [Sam actually rejected his lineage by beginning construction on a
metal aircraft! Ed.] and Mr.
Hendrickson did not have the space.
Stan asked if he could buy it and Mrs.
Shipley agreed. Of course Stan still
needed a place to build and store the
Pietenpol and that is where the whole
Garage Mahal project started. With
the garage mostly complete Stan decided it was time to retrieve the Pietenpol before Mrs. Shipley used it
for fire wood.
However, before retrieving the
Pietenpol Stan spent some time with
Ross and Mindy Goeres and visited
his Mommy and sister Barbo the
Magnificent in Baltimore. Stan also

took the opportunity to dine with Gulf
War I comrade Doug McNary. Doug
met Stan, Ross and Mindy Sue at the
famous Old Ebbitt Grill in Washington. Doug [Who claims to be married.
Ed.] said he would bring along his
wife to meet Stan. After meeting
Doug at the restaurant Doug ex-
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plained that his wife had to work late
and that she would try to meet the
gang later at the restaurant. Needless
to say, she never appeared. Doug did
call her during dinner and let Stan
speak to her, but she explained that
she was very tired and asked for a rain
check. Later, when Stan did a reverse
look-up on the phone number Doug
dialed that night he learned that it was
for a local escort service [Why doesn’t
this surprise me? Ed.].
While in town Stan also visited his
Aunt Kass and Uncle Don as well as
his cousin Mike DiMenna and his family in Fells Point. Stan was even treated
to a personal showing of Mike’s art installation “The Refrigerator and the
Blanket Bag” [Don’t ask... Ed.].
The next day Ross drove Stan to
Baltimore where Barbo was throwing
a little party for some friends at the
ancestral home. The following day
Stan rented a Ryder truck large
enough to hold all of the Pietenpol
parts. All that afternoon and the following day Stan, Ross and Sam Shipley crated and loaded Pietenpol
parts. Bud Hendrickson also showed
up to offer moral support. Late on 5

Stan got suckered into wearing these weird mind control glasses developed
by the evil Reverend R.P. Goeres (right). Although badly disfigured and embarrassed Stan survived the ordeal. Reverend R.P. Goeres is still at large.
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Long time EAA member Fred Blom’s attention is riveted as he listens to
Sam Shipley describe construction techniques on his RV-4 project.
August, after a quick shower at the
ancestral home, Stan left Baltimore
for points west. He got as far as eastern Ohio, just west of Wheeling, West
Virginia. The next day he made it to
St. Louis and met up with his old pal,
Dr. Ron Kreienkamp. After a very enjoyable dinner Stan and Ron repaired
to Ron’s home in Eureka, Missouri.
Stan was impressed with all the work
Dr. Ron had accomplished finishing
his basement. Unfortunately, early the
next morning Stan was on his way
back to Oklahoma.
The entire trip was uneventful
until Stan was on the final leg of the
journey. After spending a day and a
half driving west on Interstate 70 and
most of the day from St. Louis on I44, Stan finally arrived in northeastern Oklahoma. Now it was time to
exit the interstate and take state highway 69 to Durant. The 65 to 55 mph
speed limit was nettlesome enough,
but the highway’s concrete construction just about beat Stan to death.
Apparently the wheel base of Stan’s
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made it home intact on the 7th of
August. The following day he and
Gisèle unloaded all the goodies. Unfortunately, just a week later it was
time for the fall semester to begin!
Two days before Stan’s birthday!
[Outrageous! Ed.]. Once again, Stan
was teaching four classes but now he
was also performing the duties of
chairman of the newly formed Department of Aviation Management!
[Who in their right mind would let
Stan be in charge of anything? Ed.]
The aviation program was
growing so much that Stan’s boss,
Dr. Dave Conway, created the new
Aviation Sciences Institute. Under
the ASI there were now two new
departments: The Department of
Flight, chaired by George Jacox, and
the Department of Aviation Manage-

rental truck
and the length
of each concrete segment
which makes
up highway 69
were perfectly
tuned to cause
s e v e r e
porpoising.
Stan couldn’t
go faster than
about 45 mph
before the danger of whiplash injury and
permanent
brain damage
arose [Insert
appropriate
brain damage
joke here...
Ed.].
Fortunately, both Stan visited his cousin Mike DiMenna in Fells Point durStan and the ing his trip home. Here Mike, wife Arlene and their son,
P i e t e n p o l Anthony, are accosted by some homeless man.
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A Shorts Sunderland flying boat dwarfs a replica of Charles Lindbergh’s
Spirit of St. Louis Ryan NYP monoplane inside just one of Kermit Week’s
hangars at his Fantasy of Flight Museum in Kissimmee, Florida. A must see!
ment, chaired by Stan. And, you may
ask, how many people does Stan have
working for him? Just one: Stan himself! [How apropos! Ed.]
Fantasy of Flight
Early in the semester Stan and
Gisèle attended the annual National
Business Aircraft Association
(NBAA) convention and University
Aviation Association (UAA) fall conference which were both held in Or-

lando, Florida. Stan thinks that NBAA
is always a blast. There are literally
acres and acres of airplanes and aviation related toys that takes two days
to completely walk through. While
Stan was ogling the airplanes Gisèle
was studying and shopping. After
completing her school work at the hotel Gisèle went forth looking for deals.
Needless to say, she found some.
Later, she actually commented to
Stan, “We can’t live here in Orlando.
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There are too many places to shop
here.” [Stan, you lucky bastard! Ed.].
On the last day of the UAA conference a dinner and tour was held at
Kermit Weeks Fantasy of Flight Museum in Kissimmee, Florida. The
UAA folks were given a behind the
scenes look at the museum, its facilities and the hundred or so aircraft currently in residence. Please note that
Mr. Weeks owns many other aircraft.
He just doesn’t have enough room to
store them all in one place. Upon
learning this, Gisèle gave Kermit a
piece of her mind when she met him
during the dinner. She explained that
people like him made life very difficult for people like her. After all, how
is she supposed to respond when her
husband says that, “Kermit Weeks
owns over one hundred aircraft and
stores them in a few hangars on his
own private field. I only want one or
two aircraft, dear... Is that too much
to ask?” [What’s a girl to do? Ed.].
Stan restrained Gisèle before any
blood was shed and everyone managed to have a very enjoyable
evening.
Later in September Stan was going to take his class to Tulsa to take a
ride in the Tulsa Technology Center’s
altitude chamber. Stan drove up the
night before to see a presentation by
Comair at TCC. The following morning Stan overslept and barely beat his
students to the TCC campus! The chamber portion went well, but there were a
few other scheduling and clerical errors
[Mistakes were made... Ed.].
By October Stan was nearing
completion of the in-wall wiring and
plumbing in the garage. It was time
to get an estimate on insulating the
walls. Stan called Sid Lewis, of Lewis
Electric, Lewis Insulation and Lewis
Garage Doors, to came over for a
visit. Sid gave Stan an estimate of the
insulation but before he left Stan had
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one more question. The garage door
that came with the house was secondhand [Thanks, Glen.... Ed.] and had
failed, so, since Sid was already there,
Stan asked him for an estimate on a
new insulated garage door as well. He
wanted $800 for the door but Stan
didn’t have the cash so he put that plan
on hold [Or so he thought... Ed.].
Late fall meant that it was time
for the annual Linne Ruth Hall lecture at the university. Since Stan is on
the committee that organizes these
lectures you, loyal reader, get to listen to all the gory details. The speaker
was Cliff Hudson who is the Chairman of the Board and CEO of Sonic
Corporation. Sonic, “America’s
Drive-In,” franchises over 2700 drivein restaurants and has sales in excess
of two billion dollars [Believe it or
not! Ed.].
Sonic got its start (as the Top Hat
Drive-In) in Shawnee Oklahoma in
1953 and the first drive-in actually
called “Sonic” opened in Stillwater,
Oklahoma in 1958 (See Link 6 on
page 27). The Sonic in Stillwater is
still in operation in the same location!
Mr. Hudson gave a good talk and
some of the students actually asked
some good questions. Strangely,
though, at the luncheon after the
speech there were no Sonic Burgers
to be seen! [Let alone, EATEN! Ed.]
October was also the month for
refinancing the mortgage. With mortgage rates so low Stan and Gisèle just
couldn’t pass up the good deal. They
also took the opportunity to consolidate their home loan and Garage Mahal project loan into one loan. In an
odd but very progressive move, the
closing took place at 8:00 PM in Stan
and Gisèle’s home! The closing agent
actually came to their house with all
the paperwork. Since Gisèle was
working late that night this plan actually worked out perfectly.
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Computer Woes
Unfortunately, October was also
a sad month for the cyber-family.
Gisèle had been using Stan’s old
Brother HL-8 laser printer for some
time for her school work. Stan had
purchased the HL-8 new in 1987
[Don’t ask how much! Ed.]. It was
his first laser printer and now it appeared to be dead. Stan called a technician to the house to look at the HL8 as well as his trusty ‘93 vintage HP
LaserJet 4. The LaserJet just needed
a new roller assembly. The HL-8,
however, had a dead fuser. Being such
an old machine the fuser would be
hard to get and expensive so Stan
packed the HL-8 back in it’s original
box and put it in stasis in the attic
[Like Walt Disney’s head. Ed].
But this still left Gisèle without
her own printer. Stan had just purchased a new HP LaserJet 1200 for
his Goddaughter as a graduation
present so he was familiar with them.
So it was off to Sam’s for a new
printer for Gisèle. But Stan had computer needs as well. The picture on
his trusty ten year old NEC MultiSync
5FG monitor was getting fuzzy. Stan
had originally purchased this monitor through his own company, Eclectic Technologies Inc. when he was living in Saudi Arabia way back in 1992.
This monitor has seen it all! It has
been half way around the world
twice and survived Saudi and US
customs. Stan began looking seriously at LCD monitors. Stan also
experienced a revelation at this
time. The best way to get new computer toys was to make sure his wife
had nice computer toys as well! So
Stan found a good deal on some
Phillips model 170B2 17” LCD
monitors. The good deal ran through
November so he bought two as early
Christmas presents; one for Gisèle
and one for himself. The plan
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worked! Gisèle was thrilled to get
rid of her old 14” monitor.
November also meant that it was
time for yet another class field trip to
the FAA’s Fort Worth Air Route Traffic Control Center. Stan dragged a
bunch of his Air Traffic Control students down to Fort Worth and then
dropped them off. Now it was time to
visit AWACS comrade and fellow
OSU alum Gil Schnabel. Stan got to
see Gil’s new house in Grapevine,
which is conveniently located just a
few short miles north of the Bass Pro
Outlet store! Stan and Gil went out
for some chow since Gil’s wife, Anne,
was a bit under the weather. After
chow Stan retrieved the children and
returned to Durant without incident.
Later, in December, Gisèle’s old
PC started acting up as well. So it was
time to start looking for a new PC to
replace her hand-me-down 500 MHz
Pentium III. Stan built her a nice little
1.5 GHz Athlon system running Windows XP. Gisèle made the switch between her whirlwind semesters at
University of Phoenix-On-Line. She
liked the new machine. So now Gisèle
had a new PC, new LCD monitor and
new 1200 dpi printer. What about
poor Stan??? [Don’t worry, the poor
boy will get taken care of! Ed.]
Early December meant that it was
time for the annual Oklahoma ACLU
Awards Banquet and the Central
Oklahoma Mensa Christmas Party.
Both were on December 7th and both
were in Oklahoma City. Stan and
Gisèle drove up and checked into the
La Quinta where they had such a good
time last year. The speaker at the
ACLU banquet was the new ACLU
Executive Director, Anthony Romero.
Stan and Gisèle found that the chow
was OK but the company and speakers were very enjoyable. Afterwards,
they sped over to Max Hedges house
and caught the tail end of the COM
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Christmas party. The next morning an
impromptu breakfast meeting was
scheduled at the Golden Corral on
North May Avenue. In attendance
were Jon & The Joyce Lundeen,
Becky O’Neal, and Max Hedges. Stan
and Gisèle found this Golden corral
to be far superior to the one in Durant
[Go figure... Ed.].
The following week was finals
week for Stan, followed by commencement and then, finally, Christmas Break! It was also time for Stan
to check on that new garage door
again. He thought he would surprise
Gisèle by secretly getting the new
door installed while she was out [Husbands are always the last to know...
Ed.]. When Stan called Lewis Garage
Doors they were confused. When Stan
asked Gisèle about the confusion she
grew miffed. It turns out that Gisèle
was already well under way with her
attempt to surprise Stan with a new
garage door! She had already ordered
it! So much for the surprise...

2003
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Ed.] were on the Atkins diet, so Stan
decided to read the book. The scientific basis for the diet seemed to make
sense to Stan so he decided to give it
a try. Beside, Stan likes meat. As a
matter of fact, he’s a “meat and potatoes” kinda guy - hold the potatoes.
So how hard could it be? The hardest
part for Stan was the fact that he could
no longer guzzle Cokes and Pepsi’s
all day. He began eating bacon and
eggs with coffee and Splenda for
breakfast and eating ham or tuna for
lunch and some other dead animal for
dinner. It was a struggle during January, but soon the weight started to
come off and that is the best motivation of all. Early in the new semester
Stan was back to his old normal
weight of about 200 pounds. But still
he continued to shrink!
The new year finally saw the delivery of a new propane tank for the
Garage-Mahal. Well, it was new to
Stan. The 500 gallon tank was actually constructed in 1949 in Louisiana.
Stan got it cheap and it was delivered
on 6 January. Now Stan just had to
make a permanent pad for the tank
and get it plumbed into the gas lines
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he had already buried to the house and
garage [I’m not holding my breath...
Ed.]. January 8th also meant the beginning of the spring semester. Stan was
teaching the usual: Aviation Administration; Aviation Law; Aviation History;
and Contemporary Topics in Aviation.
The following week Stan and
Gisèle were delighted to host a visit
by the Rev. Ross P. Goeres. As loyal
readers will recall, it was Ross who
married Stan and Gisèle in 1993. Ross
was slowing making his way from the
DC area to Albuquerque, via Georgia, Florida, Texas, Oklahoma, and
possibly other points of interest. Ross
had retired from the Air Force in August of 2002 and was blazing the path
back to Albuquerque for he, his wife
Mindy Sue, and El Gato Himself.
Mindy Sue and El Gato would soon follow. The final big event of the month
was a Super Bowel party at the home
of Dr. Clarence von Bergen and his wife
Leslie. Stan can’t even remember who
was playing...
February first was the date that
Gisèle began her attempt to lose some
weight using the Atkins diet. Since
Stan was now down in the low 190’s

Gravitationally Challenged
Unfortunately, Stan wasn’t feeling very good in December and really needed a break. On December
18th Stan scheduled a visit with his
doctor to see if anything was seriously
wrong with him [Other than all of his
well documented psychological problems... Ed.]. Well, it didn’t take the
doctor long to get to the bottom of it
all. Stan was getting F-A-T FAT! Stan
had managed to blossom up to 220
pounds! This could explain a great
many of Stan’s symptoms. Stan
wisely decided that he needed to lose
about 20% of himself.
After some research Stan decided
to try Dr. Atkin’s diet. Some of his Mindy Sue and El Gato arrive at Stan and Gisèle’s pad. Stan and Gisèle enjoyed
friends [Who will remain nameless! the company but Wilbur was intimidated by El Gato’s amazing cat-like powers.
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Gisèle thought she might give Atkins
a try. Just ten days later Mindy Sue
Goeres and her cat-like companion,
Tex, arrived. She, too, was on her way
to Albuquerque to meet up with her
hubby Ross who had blazed the trail.
She was kind enough to share Tex
with Stan and Gisèle. Wilbur, however, was not impressed. The gang
[Sans felines. Ed.] ate at a Japanese
steak house in Dennison, Texas. All
of them got stares from the chef [Who
kinda looked like Kim Jung Il! Ed.]
when they all stuck to their Atkins
guns and refused rice.
February is also the traditional
month when Stan supports the Girl
Scouts. He bought his usual case of mint
Girl Scout cookies despite the fact that,
due to his diet, he could not eat them
for some time to come. In any event, he
made one Girl Scout very happy [Financially! Get your collective minds out
of the gutter! Ed.].
March 20th marked the thirteenth
anniversary of Stan and Gisèle meeting at the 520 Compound in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. They celebrated at
Salita’s Tex-Mex restaurant in the
heart of the Durant Metroplex.
Still More Concrete
March also saw the installation
of the air conditioner in the GarageMahal project. First, Stan had to pour
a concrete pad for the compressor
unit. Stan and SOSU comrade George
Jacox hand-mixed [Ouch! Ed.] and
poured the three by five foot slab.
Later, Stan installed and wired the exterior shutoff panel without electrocuting himself. Finally, local heat and AC
guy Randall Percell installed the unit
and the associated duct work. Now it
was time to get some insulation in the
walls, hang some sheetrock and tape,
mud and paint the walls and ceiling.
Stan was almost done! [Not! Ed.]
Following on the heels of his suc-
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SOSU colleague George Jacox assisted Stan with the concrete work for the
Garage Mahal air conditioner project. Here the hand-mixed concrete has
been poured into the form and is ready for screeding and floating.
cessful AC concrete pad pour Stan became ambitious. He decided to pour
the front porch of the guesthouse. This
project would involve a wee bit more
concrete. The porch would be 15 feet
wide, 5 feet deep, and over 12 inches
thick. Once again, Stan conned
George Jacox into helping him.
Rustin Concrete, official purveyors of
concrete and masonry-related products
to the Garage-Mahal project, arrived
with the requested 5 yards of concrete
and the pour began.
George and Stan did their best to
keep up with the concrete, but that
stuff is really heavy! They managed
to screed the porch somewhat level
and tried to float the concrete. After
their initial attempts their boss at
SOSU, Dr. Dave Conway, rumbled up
in his Harley. He inspected the work
and then asked if George and Stan
were interested in some chow? Not
being stupid, and needing a break,
they said yes. Unfortunately, this professionally mixed concrete was setting a bit faster than the soupy mix-

ture Stan had made. So.... while the
boys were eating the concrete was
setting. When they returned it was too
firmly set to complete tooling the concrete into a nice looking porch
[Ooops! Ed.]. Talk about your mistakes being set in concrete!
By May Stan had completed installing all in-wall wiring and was
ready to have the walls insulated. He
had the Lewis company shoot a cellulose-based insulation into the walls.
Soon afterward Stan bought a buttload of gypsum board and hired a
crew to hang it. Then he had to find a
different crew to mud, tape and texture the walls and ceiling. During this
time Stan discovered once again how
hard it is to find a craftsman willing to
take your money in Durant. The building trades had been booming for as long
as Stan has been building the GarageMahal and at times it was almost impossible to find a contractor who had
the time to take on one more job.
Immediately after the sheetrock
went up Stan and Gisèle welcomed
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One of many Stearmans taxi’s up to parking at the Gainesville Airport during the Texas Chapter Antique Airplane Association Fly-In.
Chris and Linda Sennott for the annual Durant Balloon Festival. Once
again the weather coöperated and an
excellent festival was had. Stan and
Gisèle and Wilbur also enjoyed the
company. They especially enjoyed the
help when Chris and Linda actually volunteered to assist Stan in cleaning up
the debris left by the sheetrock crew
[Now that’s true friendship! Ed.].
The end of May also represented
a major milestone for Gisèle. The
twenty eighth of May represented
Gisèle’s final day of class at the University of Phoenix! She had finally
completed all of her course work for
her Master of Science degree in Nursing. While Stan was very happy and
proud of his bride, he was having
some misgivings. You see, Gisèle is
a registered nurse and can therefore
place “RN” after her name. She is also
a Certified Nurse Nephrologist which
allows her to place “CNN” after her
name as well. Now that she earned
her MS in Nursing she can also place
“MSN” after her name. But in Stan’s
twisted mind, he was hoping that she
could have completed her degree at

an institution in British Columbia.
Then she could be Gisèle Frenette,
RN, CNN, MSNBC! [That was a
stretch... Ed.]
June meant that Stan had survived yet another semester and could
enjoy a two week break between
classes. June 14th meant that it was
time for the North Texas Antique FlyIn at the Gainesville airport. Stan met
SOSU colleague Dr. Gene Hetsel at the
airport and they toured the many antique
aircraft and oddiments for sale.
Later in June Stan finally tracked
down a contractor to apply the mud,
tape and texture to the bare sheetrock.
They made quite a mess but the room
was beginning to look like more like
a guesthouse and less like a construction site. Later, Stan and Gisèle went
to Lowe’s and picked out some primer
and an off-white paint for the walls and
ceiling. Of course they didn’t have the
base in five gallon buckets so the kids
had to carry off ten one gallon cans of
paint... Stan rented an airless paint
sprayer from the Durant Rental Center
[Where else? Ed.] and soon they were
priming and painting up a storm!
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Take My Money - Please!
Part I
July tenth represented Stan and
Gisèle’s tenth wedding anniversary...
Nothing says marital bliss like lawn
equipment so Gisèle started insisting
on a more reliable lawn tractor. After
much research they decided upon a
John Deere model L120. It cuts a 48
inch swath of grass, boast an 20 HP
engine and has a hydromatic transmission. Best of all, it should be much
easier to start than Stan’s old rebuilt
Crafstman tractor. The kids started
looking close to home for a local John
Deere dealer. They found Pettit Machinery, which is very conveniently
located just a mile down the road from
them in Durant. Unfortunately, the
folks at Pettit did not seem very eager to sell them anything! The sales
person was indifferent to their queries about a tractor and had to be
prompted to even look up a price and
an availability date! Stan and Gisèle
elected to take their business elsewhere [Good call. Ed.].
Their next stop was C&S Equipment and Ranch Supply in Sherman,
Texas. These folks actually seemed
eager to sell a tractor! The kids came
to terms and agreed upon a delivery
date of 22 July. C&S would even deliver, assemble and test the tractor.
After purchasing a new lawn tractor Gisèle just couldn’t contain herself! She wanted more! Her Honda
Accord was now over ten years old
and had over two hundred thousand
miles on it. She decided that as a new
MS graduate that she deserved a better car. So she and Stan started looking. Gisèle likes four door coupes and
has had very good luck with Hondas,
but she also wanted to look at something more efficient. They took a close
look at the three gas-electric hybrid
cars on the market: the Honda Incite;
Honda Civic; and Toyota Prius. Ross
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2003 Accord EX
with a four cylinder
engine and manual
transmission
in
“eternal blue pearl”)
and about how much
they should expect to
pay. The person with
whom Gisèle and
Stan had made contact via email was
not available when
they arrived, so they
spoke to a senior
sales guy. They were
then immediately
handed off to “the
Unfortunately, Stan did not get the opportunity to stay new guy.” “The new
in his favorite room while visiting Phoenix. Although guy” took them on a
he did note that it was hot as hell while he was there! test drive. However,
when they returned
Goeres has an Incite and likes it but to the dealership “the new guy” could
Gisèle didn’t want a car that small and not answer any of their technical queswith only two doors. So Gisèle de- tions so they were once again handed
cided on a 2003 Honda Accord EX. off. After several more hand-offs they
Now they just had to find one.
got to speak to the great Oz himself!
This was, of course, the guy they
Take My Money - Please!
Part II originally spoke with [Don’t pay any
Gisèle had been taking her ‘93 attention to the man behind the curAccord to a local dealer for routine tain... Ed.].
maintenance work and had been
After another series of silly car
pleased with their maintenance ser- dealer shenanigans the kids finally got
vice. Unfortunately, the dealership across the fact that they wanted the
seemed to go through owners every 2003 Accord EX with the four cylinother year. When Gisèle arrived in the der engine and the manual transmisTexoma area in 1998 it was Trophy sion in eternal blue pearl, just like they
Club, then it became Gillman. Now said before they arrived! The great Oz
it was changing to Lawrence consulted his computer and claimed that
Marshall. Still, this was the closest he had conducted a seventeen state
Honda dealer and their maintenance search and that he had found what
service had been good. Unfortunately, Gisèle wanted! But then he just as
Gisèle and Stan had received several quickly noted that the car had already
reports from friends that the sales staff been sold. Sorry. [What a moron! Ed.]
was uniformly inept. They tried them Gisèle and Stan left in disgust.
anyway [Will they never learn? Ed.].
Next, Stan tried to negotiate a
Gisèle usually does her home- deal with Honda Cars of McKinney
work before buying a car. When she [Not to be confused with McKinney
and Stan arrived at the dealership they Honda of Ruston, Louisiana. Ed.] in
knew exactly what they wanted (a McKinney, Texas. Stan’s boss, Dr.
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Dave, had purchased his 2003 Accord from them with all negotiations
conducted via email! Stan was
game, so he contacted the dealer’s
email contact. Things went along
swimmingly until Stan visited the
dealer. The email guy he was supposed to meet was not there! It turns
out that his wife was very pregnant
and this guy would rather witness
the birth of his first child rather than
sell a car! [That guy certainly has
his priorities all screwed up! Ed.]
After meeting with the alternate
sales rep, Harjit, and walking the
entire lot, Stan discovered that they
did not even have a four cylinder
manual transmission Accord of any
color anywhere on the lot! Eventually, Stan and Harjit negotiated a
deal for the blue Accord that Gisèle
wanted. Stan left a $500.00 deposit
on the car and everything was set to
complete the deal on Monday, the
14th of July.
Time for a digression. As previously mentioned, Gisèle had completed all of her coursework for her
master’s degree at the University of
Phoenix back in May. Her graduation
ceremony was scheduled for Friday
the 18th of July in Phoenix. Stan and
Gisèle were planning on leaving on
the fifteenth and drive to Phoenix.
Gisèle had been hoping to drive out to
her graduation in her brand new car! In
order for that to happen the deal with
Honda Cars of McKinney had to be
completed no later than 14 July.
The dealership was supposed to
call on Monday morning and tell Stan
and Gisèle when their new car would
be ready. Late that Monday morning
Harjit called to inform the kids that
they did not in fact have a blue Accord to sell them. The kids were
steamed. Stan decided to hit the internet and look for a car. Since they
would be driving through and spend-
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to Oklahoma
City and leave it
there. But wait
just a darned
minute! [Yea!
Ed.] Weren’t they
going to be purchasing a car in
Phoenix? Well
yes...
Stan figured
that he would
just use Gisèle’s
soon to be “old
Accord” when
they returned
from Phoenix
with her “new
Accord.” They
would both just
stay in Oklahoma
City on Sunday
evening and then
Stan would go to
Gisèle and a thousand of her closest friends walk toward destiny! Gisèle graduated with her class and Gisèle
Master of Science in Nursing degree from the University of Phoenix. What really embarrassed could take her
Gisèle was that all the other graduates decided to wear black just like her! She was mortified... time returning to
Durant. But,
ing a night in Oklahoma City, Albu- to get Gisèle to Phoenix for her U of what with all of the difficulties they
querque and Phoenix, he contacted Phoenix graduation. The trip would had experienced while attempting to
dealers in each of those cities. He also take them through Albuquerque, purchase a car in the local area Stan destated exactly what Gisèle was look- so a visit to the House of Goeres was cided to play it safe [Wow? Who
ing for and how much she was will- in order. Since car purchase Plan A woulda thunk it? Ed.]. So, late on Tuesing to pay. The first dealer to return and Plan B had failed they fell back day afternoon, after waiting for Wilbur
his email was from Mesa Honda in to Plan C: Buy a car in Arizona. to come home, Stan and Gisèle conMesa, Arizona.
Therefore, the trip would be made in voyed up to Oklahoma City.
Mesa said they could get the car Gisèle’s trusty 1993 Accord. But there
When they arrived in OKC at
the kids wanted with a few minor varia- was another complication... [Isn’t about 7 PM they met up with old
tions for a price they were willing to there always with these two? Ed.]
Mensa pal H. Max Hedges at his
pay. Everything was settled via email
Stan was planning on attending a home. Stan begged and pleaded with
by the Tuesday Gisèle and Stan were two week long class in Oklahoma Max to be allowed to park the Isuzu
planning to leave on their road trip. Now City beginning on 21 July. Rather than in Max’s back yard. Max finally reall they had to do was wait for Wilbur drive all the way back to Durant from lented when Gisèle intervened on
to come home so they could leave!
Albuquerque on Sunday the 20th and Stan’s behalf. Later, Max graciously
then turn right around and drive the escorted Gisèle to dinner at the
Road Trip
three hours back up to Oklahoma City Charleston restaurant and even alThe kids had planned a combi- in time for an eight O’clock class, lowed Stan to tag along [What a great
nation graduation-vacation road trip [Yuk! Ed.] Stan decided to drive the guy! Ed.]. The kids stayed at their favfor July. The primary objective was trusty Isuzu Impulse Deathmobile up o-rite La Quinta for the night and the
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following morning the kids were up
with the sun and headed for points
west on Interstate 40.
By 9:45 they entered the Texas
panhandle and were in New Mexico
by noon. In New Mexico Gisèle
started to drive and tried to finally get
the hang of her cruise control. After
all, she has owned this car for over
ten years, put over 200,000 miles on
it and was about to get a new car. It
was about time to learn how to use
all those features! [Darn tootin! Ed.].
During this part of the trip Stan
noted an odd sign at a motel:
Kids Stay Free
In Room Coffee Makers
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Arizona and Gisèle’s bladder was
about to explode. They used the rest
rooms the Native Americans had
kindly provided, but declined the offer to purchase Native American pottery. By about 3:30 [2:30 Arizona
time. Ed.] the kids had made it to
greater Phoenix. Gisèle was driving
and Stan was navigating [Relax,
folks! He’s a trained professional!
Ed.] as they attempted to work their
way through downtown traffic and
search for their hotel. Right in the
thick of things the sales rep from
Honda Mesa, Mark Gyger, called
them! It was one of those good news
- bad news - and some more good
news kinda calls.
The good news was that they had
found a blue Accord and it was going
to be delivered that day! The bad news
was that the car had been in Tucson
where they experienced a severe
storm the previous night. The storm
knocked down a tree which fell onto
a fence which fell on the car. “Did you
still want the car?” Nope. [‘Nuff Said.
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Ed.] The final bit of good news was
they had identified yet another 2003
Accord EX, four banger, stick, in eternal blue pearl [And those bozo’s in
Texas couldn’t even find ONE of
them? Sheesh! Ed.]. If Stan and
Gisèle wanted the new blue Accord
they had to say so right then! The car
had to be trucked down from somewhere out of state and if it didn’t leave
soon it would not be ready by Friday!
Well, the kids were kinda busy navigating and negotiating traffic so they
told Mark that they would call him
back when they got checked into their
hotel. He seemed to understand.
Graduation
They finally found the hotel, parked
and checked in. Then they called Mark
at the dealership. The kids needed to
make an immediate decision on
whether they wanted the newly discovered eternal blue pearl Accord. Of
course there were some different options and the price was not exactly the
same as the price negotiated for the now

Stan wondered how they managed to
cram all those kids into the coffee
makers? He figured that modern coffee makers were probably much larger
than the ones he remembered.
By the late afternoon Gisèle and
Stan had finally arrived at the new
House of Goeres! Unfortunately, neither Ross nor Mindy Sue were
there to meet them. Tex was
there, but in his seventeen
years he has yet to decipher the
mysteries of the door knob.
The kids were finally
greeted by Mindy Sue’s
brother, John. Fortunately, he
knows how to use the door.
John was staying with Ross
and Mindy for a while and was
doing some work around the
house. When the Goeres got
home the four of them went to
a Greek restaurant for dinner
and then enjoyed drinks and a
great view at the fire house before turning in.
The next morning the kids
departed at about 7:30 and Mesa Honda salesman Mark Gyger hands Gisèle the keys to her brand new 2003
continued west on I-40. By Honda Accord EX (in eternal blue pearl!) in Mesa, Arizona. Finally! The kids only
10:30 they were crossing into had to argue with dealers in four states to get this car.
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damaged Accord lying under a tree in
Tucson. But they had to decide fast if
the car was going to be ready for them
the following day. After some arguing
they said yes and got on with the business of graduating.
The kids also called local Phoenix transplant and ex-OKC Mensa
pal, Rich Marmon. Rich stopped in
for a visit and they enjoyed a nice
Mexican dinner near the hotel. Then
it was time for beddy-bye and an early
wake up. Early the next morning
Gisèle got up, made herself beautiful
and went to the pre-graduation breakfast and get-together. Most of the
people in Gisèle’s graduating class of
over 1000 had never seen each other.
Some had been cyber-friends and
classmates for years yet never been
closer than a thousand miles. Gisèle
met a few classmates and got ready
for the big event. Meanwhile, Stan
was in panic mode! [What else is
new??? Ed.]
Stan likes to wait until the last
minute to buy gifts. His graduation
gift to Gisèle was no exception. So,
with just an hour to spare, Stan set
out under the already scorching Arizona sun in his black suit. He had always been told that “it was a dry
heat.” Stan lived in Riyadh for almost
three years. He can deal with “a dry
heat.” This was no dry heat. Within
minutes he was hot and very sweaty.
After several dead ends in the arts
shopping district he came upon a gift
shop. He inquired about the “dry heat”
and was informed that this was the
first week of the “wet season” [He
didn’t get the memo! Ed.].
The good news is that Stan did
find what he was looking for. He
wanted something that would combine both a Phoenix and/or Desert
Southwest motif (to remind Gisèle of
her graduation) along with cats (she
likes cats). He found a pottery plate
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and vase hand made by an artist
named “Mara” from Mexico. Then
Stan had to hoof it [In the WET heat!
Ed.] the few blocks back to the hotel
to arrange the gifts and then find his
way to the convention center for the
graduation. At least it was a wet heat.
Stan made it to the massive Phoenix Convention Center in time! The
place is HUGE! The amazing thing was
that the U of P was using most of the
convention center’s main space to hold
their commencement! Stan is used to
seeing maybe three hundred and fifty
students graduate every spring from
Southeastern. There were easily four to
five times as many graduates at this
commencement! Unfortunately, the
Masters of Nursing graduates were
among the last to walk across the stage.
The ceremony was well done
with lots of multimedia stuff. Stan especially enjoyed the speech given by
one of the three students who spoke
at the ceremony. He explained that at
every turn people were telling him
that he was wasting his time and
money by working on his BS, his MS
and now, his Ph.D. degree. He referred collectively to these people as
the “nattering nabobs of negativism.”
This greatly amused Stan and reminded him of home [If you think you
know why, look on page 27! Ed.].
After what seemed like hours,
Gisèle finally heard her name called
and she walked across the stage! Stan
actually found her in the line leading
up to the stage and snapped a few
photographs. Unfortunately, the lighting was so dim that he couldn’t get a
pic of the actual diploma-grab.
Sign the Accord
After the graduation the kids
changed and headed out for a bite at
one of Phoenix’s finest restaurant:
Burger King. Gisèle even met one of
her classmates there! After lunch the
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kids then headed east for Mesa Honda
to buy a new car.
Stan and Gisèle finally met Mark
Gyger, the guy at the other end of the
internet. Since they already knew
what they wanted and had already
done the negotiating, you would think
that things would proceed smoothly
[Not me! I’ve seen this movie before!
Ed.]. Well, there was the problem with
the last minute car switch due to the
storm in Tucson. Then there was confusion over the tax, title and registration fees that the dealership was collecting and forwarding to the state of
Oklahoma. Then, after all of that, Stan
and Gisèle had to sit through 45 minutes of listening to a pitch-man explain the virtues of all manner of
dealer profit-making goodies available for their new car. The two then
spent another half an hour scribbling
their initials on a form explaining that,
no, they really did not want the underbody coating, the burglar alarm,
the theft insurance package, or the
inter-dimensional alien abduction prevention package. After a couple of hours
all of the paperwork was compete and
the car was ready to hit the road!
Stan and Gisèle were finally
ready to go! At about 6:00 PM Stan
drove the new 2003 Accord off the
dealer lot and Gisèle followed in the
1993 Accord. They stocked up with
gas, ice and munchies and set off for
points east. Of course, in order to get
back to Interstate-40 they had to go
north on I-17 toward Flagstaff. Since
they didn’t leave Mesa until almost
sunset they travelled north through the
mountains in the dark through light
rain and with thunder storms in the
distance. After about four hours on the
road the kids stopped for the night just
east of Flagstaff on I-40.
Early on the 19th the kids set off
for Albuquerque and another visit to
the House of Goeres. This time they
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would only see Ross since Mindy Sue
was on a business trip to Chicago. Unfortunately, the kids were once again
disappointed. As they closed on Albuquerque Stan began calling the House
of Goeres hot-line. No answer. He continually left messages but received no
response. When the kids arrived at the
House of Goeres they were faced, once
again, with the Tex-door dilemma. Nobody was home but Tex and Tex still
couldn’t open the door. Stan and Gisèle
decided to eat at the Arby’s down the
street. Not long after sitting down to eat
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stopped at a truck stop near Amarillo
for gas and a restroom break. Unfortunately, so did three bus-loads of Boy
Scouts from around the world! Gisèle
thought some were kinda cute, but it
seemed to take forever to pay for gas,
a soda and a snack. They made it back
to Oklahoma City at about 7:00 PM
and checked into the Lexington Suites
hotel where Stan would spend the
next two weeks. Later, they met old
OKC Mensa pal Mary Millen for dinner at Bennigans. The service, food
and drinks were all sub-par. Gisèle

Rick Allen Lippert oversees a night shot on location in Oklahoma City. Rick
is the instigator of the Oklahoma Film Institute program Stan attended.
Ross called and said they were forgiven
and could come home.
After unpacking for the fourth
time in four days Stan helped Ross
uncover and clean the pool and then
the kids lounged in the refreshing water. Later they went to a local Thai restaurant for chow and watched several
movies afterward. The next morning
the threesome went to Buster’s, a local breakfast eatery, and then Stan and
Gisèle departed Albuquerque. On
their way to Oklahoma City they

even received a margarita in a dirty
glass! [Welcome home! Ed.]
Back to School
The next morning, Stan got up
early and went to his first day of class
and Gisèle took her time and drove
back to Durant. Stan was enrolled in
two one-week long classes at Oklahoma City Community College. The
program was sponsored by the Oklahoma Film Institute and organized by
Fritz Kiersch and Rick Allen Lippert.
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The program was actually three weeks
long but Stan had to miss the first
week. The three weeks were Film PreProduction, Film Production and
Post-Production or Editing.
Stan quickly found the classroom
and felt a little lonely. Many in the
class had already spent the first week
getting to know each other. But there
were other newcomers and the gang
quickly got to know one another. During the first week of the program the
students and staff had planned four
days of shooting segments for a
movie. Those segments would be
used the following week (post-production) to edit a trailer for the movie.
The first day was used to help the students to understand all the equipment
and lingo that would be used. The next
four days were all spent on location
shooting several scenes from the film.
The class discovered early on that over
90% of film making is spent waiting.
The class itself was rather eclectic. There were several high school
juniors and seniors, some college age
folks, one or two grad- and law school
students and the assorted old farts
[Like Stan? Ed.] including a retired
cop and a retired longshoreman.
There was also one student from India and one from Germany. During
the class a variety of guest lecturers
came in for a day or more to help the
students with the various aspects of
film making, editing and sound. The
main guests during the production
week were: Jan Kiesser, who was the
cinematographer on Door to Door,
and artist in residence at OCCC, Gray
Frederickson, who produced such major pictures as The Godfather, The
Godfather Part II, and The Godfather
Part III, Apocalypse Now, and (one
of Stan’s favorites!) “Weird Al”
Yankovic’s, UHF.
The first week involved a great
deal of physical work building up sets,
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shooting, shooting again, and again, on Saturday morning. However, Stan ished! After getting a disjointed story
and again, and then breaking every- now had TWO cars in Oklahoma from Max via Gisèle Stan called Max
thing down. Shooting took place at City! Stan was driving Gisèle’s now directly. It turns out that the ‘93 Acthe Classic American Bar on North old 1993 Accord to school but his cord was indeed struck, at a substanMay Avenue in Oklahoma City, at a old ‘83 Isuzu was still in Max tial speed and with some damage.
“donated” home in north OKC, and on Hedges’ back yard. So, Stan picked Fortunately, it was not struck by anthe OCCC campus.
up the Isuzu and drove it home. other car but - get this - a bicyclist!
Among the guests during the Later, Gisèle would drive him back
The cyclist was testing his bike
post-production week were: Harry up to Max’s place on Sunday and was riding at some speed down
Keramidas, who edited such films as evening, spend the night and return the street when he looked over his
Back to the Future Part II and Back home on Monday morning.
shoulder at his rear gears, apparto the Future Part III, Attack of the
On Sunday afternoon Gisèle ently for too long a period of time.
Fifty Foot Woman and About Last made a strange comment to Stan. She Then he hit the rear of Stan’s new
Night; and Kini Kay, who was the said someone had hit the ‘93 Accord. car! He hit with enough force to dent
sound effects supervisor for Bill & Stan asked her if she meant the 2003 the trunk lid and render himself unTed’s Bogus Journey
conscious! Apparand sound effects ediently, he woke
tor for Forever Young
some unknown
and Boogie Nights.
time later and left a
Both provided plenty
note at Max’s
of hands-on help for
house, assuming
the students.
that it was his car.
After shooting for
Stan decided not to
a week the class had
press charges.
plenty of footage to
July ended
play with. The third
with Stan in Oklaweek was spent in a
homa City and
computer lab where
Gisèle preparing
all of the students
for a job interview
used Avid XpressDV
in Houston. After
non-linear editing
twenty years of
software to cut their
dealing with sick
own trailer for the
people Gisèle was
movie.
ready for a change.
While Stan was
She was applying
in class Gisèle was
for a job with the
home and the day fol- No sooner had poor Dr. Jan Moore turned 70 than his wife Marvis tried to same company she
lowing her return her brain him with a large hammer! The joke was on her. Jan’s an old Army was
currently
new lawn tractor ar- aviator and everybody knows those guys don’t have any brains!
working
for,
rived! C&S delivered
Davita, as a Qualthe new John Deere L120, assembled Accord? She said no - the 1993 Ac- ity Management Coördinator. On
it, tested it and gave Gisèle her initial cord. Stan asked how she would know the fifth of August she flew down
checkout.
if someone had hit the ‘93 since it was to Houston for the interview. She
After the first week of his class sitting 150 miles away in front of thought the interview went well but
Stan was going to go back to Durant Max’s house? Was she psychic? she wouldn’t hear anything definite
after class on Friday. Well... location Nope. Max had called. Stan now re- about the job for several weeks. By
shooting on Friday evening didn’t alized that Gisèle wasn’t hallucinat- now it was mid-August and that
wrap until about 2:00 AM! So Stan ing and he was starting to think the meant it was time for the fall semesdecided to hit the rack and depart later worst - his “new” car was demol- ter to kick off. Now Stan had to get
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ready to convert back from “stu- cards. Gisèle also made a few pur- pan! However, the real highlight of the
dent-mode” and get into evil “teacher- chases. The highlight was an inexpen- month occurred on the sixteenth: The
mode.”
kids now had trash service!
sive DVD player for her office.
For the first year or two that Stan
School started for Stan in midBirthday Boys
August. Once again he was teaching and Gisèle lived in Durant they just
But August is also the month for Aviation Legal Problems, Aviation put their trash out like everyone else
really cool people’s birthdays [Like Management, Aviation Physiology and it got picked up. One day it didn’t
who? Ed.]. On the second of August and a section of Freshman Orienta- get picked up. They thought that it
Stan and Gisèle were invited to cel- tion for aviation majors. Stan’s Fresh- must have been a holiday or that the
ebrate Jan Moore’s 70th birthday! man Orientation class was one of two truck broke. They would be by the
[OK. He’s cool! Ed.] Jan is a mem- aviation-only orientation sections. He following week. No trash pick up ocber of the faculty at Southeastern in and Gene Hetsel were each respon- curred the following week. Finally the
the School of Business along with sible for one section but both sections kids learned the truth - trash pick up
Stan. Jan was surrounded by family, were actually team-taught by all the wasn’t free! [Wow! Ed.] The trash had
friends, and a bunch of drunk old aviation faculty.
been picked up for about two years
Army buddies [That beats being surBefore the new semester was by accident. The good news was that
rounded by the enemy! Ed.]. Fun was even two weeks old Gisèle finally re- the kids recycled all their glass, plashad by all, except Jan’s wife, Marvis. ceived the news she had been wait- tic, paper, aluminum and steel and
Apparently, she’s finally tired of his ing for.... She received confirmation mulched all the organic matter. This
antics and she tried to kill him with a that she was being offered the new po- left them with very little to actually
mallet. Her mistake was in trying to sition of Quality Management throw in the garbage. So Stan started
kill Jan with a blow to the head. Ev- Coördinator! [Bet she was happy! taking their meager garbage bag to
erybody knows Jan was an Army he- Ed.] Now she just had to survive the work with him. On the sixteenth that
licopter pilot and those guys don’t last four weeks of being a hands-on all ended with fully funded curb pickup
have any brains to begin with!
nurse... Early the next month the kids of their garbage.
The sixteenth of August was went to the home of Stan’s colleague,
Stan’s birthday and Gisèle surprised George Jacox. It was George’s birthday Moving on Up
him with a gift certificate to Fry’s and his favorite present was a frying
October was a big month for
Electronics! Fry’s had just opened a
new store (their second) in the Dallas
area. On the way to Fry’s they drove
down and visited with Stan’s old Air
Force buddy and OSU alum, Dr. Gil
Schnabel and his wife Anna. Since
Gilbert had to go play golf the kids
ate lunch alone at a Bennigans in the
Grapevine Mills Mall in order to bolster their energy before entering Fry’s.
Upon entry Stan entered a mild buying frenzy, but he managed to contain
himself [No way! Ed.]. He calmly
prowled the store and mentally selected the items he wanted. After a
couple of hours he had made up his
mind and methodically retraced his
steps, grabbing specific items off the
shelves. He ended up with a DVD
writer, a five port Gigabit ethernet Gisèle and Lissa Henderson mob Dr. Robert Henderson outside the Blue Door
switch and several gigabit ethernet Cafe. Unfortunately, Robert passed away just five days before Christmas.
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Gisèle. The first two weeks of the
month were her last two weeks as a
hands-on nurse [No more sick people!
Ed.]. Then on the seventeenth Gisèle
flew to Savannah, Georgia for the
American Nephrology Nurse Association (ANNA) convention [So
would that be ANNA in Savannah?
Ed.]. Gisèle returned on the twentieth and the following day was her first
official day working as a Quality
Management Coördinator.
Who’s Life is it Anyway?
Before beginning her new job
Gisèle attended a three day Quality
Management Coordinator (QMC)
training session in Minneapolis, Minnesota. On the first day the Director
of QMC training, Debra Hollister,
wanted the group to introduce themselves. She encouraged everyone to
tell the group a little bit about themselves and their background. Debra
started things off and the first thing
she said was that she had worked in
three different countries. This immediately got Gisèle’s attention since she
had also worked in three countries.
Debra then said that she was from
Canada and went to Saudi Arabia in
the early to mid-eighties. [This is
starting to sound fishy! Ed.]
After leaving Saudi Arabia Debra
explained that she moved to the
United States. Gisèle interrupted (politely, of course) and informed her that
she was stealing her story! Debra did
not seem to care as she proceeded to
make matters worse... She went on to
say that the reason she came to the
US was that she had met some American guy in Saudi Arabia and married
him. Gisèle did not know what
Debra’s husband did and was too upset to ask if he was in the military.
Gisèle was upset because she
thought her story was so original that
she had not thought to prepare any
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sort of back-up life story. When it became her turn to speak Gisèle just told
the same story as Debra. Everyone
rolled their eyes - hadn’t they just
heard this story...? So to make it seem
different Gisèle quickly added that
she got married to her husband in a
park in Choctaw, Oklahoma. [That
should convince them its true... Ed.]
Gisèle does not know if the group
believed her when she added the part
about getting married in Oklahoma.
However, she could see that the others were wondering if she was simply jealous of Debra Hollister and
wanted to upstage her [Married in
Oklahoma. That really upstaged her!
Ed.]. The moral of this story is that
you should always have a back-up life
story just in case someone steals yours
[I do. Ed.].
The following weekend the kids
went to Gisèle work “going away”
party. The party was at the home of
her now former co-worker Katrina
and her husband Chad’s new home.
Chad is in construction and had done
a nice job on the house. Stan admired
his well polished concrete floors and
counter tops [Admit it! He was envious! Ed.]. Later that week Stan had
to drag half of the students in his Aviation Physiology class up to Oklahoma
City to take a ride in the FAA’s hypobaric chamber. While Stan dread’s
the 3 hour drive up [Followed by the
tree hour trip back? Ed.] the children
seem to enjoy being decompressed
inside a metal and concrete can. Stan
made it home with as many students
as he took up to Oklahoma City so he
counted the trip as a success. Two
days later Stan’s colleague, Kyle Thomas, took the other half of the class
up the chamber.
November was another big
month for Gisèle and her new job.
Early in the month she flew up to Minneapolis in order to attend a Quality
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Management Coördinator training
session. The following week the kids
were going to drive up to Oklahoma
City with SOSU colleagues Dr. Robert and Lissa Henderson to attend the
Oklahoma ACLU Awards Banquet.
The guest speaker this year was going to be none other than Molly Ivins!
Stan initially ran into some problems
obtaining tickets, but managed to
have four ready to go just a few days
prior to the big event. Then, on the
Friday prior to the banquet Stan
learned from Lissa that Molly Ivins
had collapsed and been taken to the
hospital. Stan checked the ACLU-OK
web site and - sure enough - Molly
would not be there!
Well, the gang wasn’t about to
drive all the way up the Oklahoma City
[Remember how much Stan likes that
drive...? Ed.] to NOT see Molly. Instead, they decided to stay at home and
dine at the Blue Door Cafe in Sherman,
Texas. Since Sherman is in a “dry”
county [Yes, they still exist in Oklahoma
and Texas! Ed.] they had to bring their
own booze. The chow was great and
the wine that the Henderson brought
was superb. So, despite Molly’s illness,
the gang still managed to enjoy a great
evening.
Fire! Fire!
Late in November the fall was
still mild but Stan knew it would get
cold eventually. It was about time to
get that radiant floor heat contraption
in the Garage-Mahal working. But
that meant propane. Stan had purchased a propane tank almost a year
before and had finally poured some
concrete footings for it. He had even
placed the tank on the footings. Now it
was time to get the damn thing filled.
But you all know Stan. He
couldn’t wait until then. He wanted
to see if he could make fire right now!
So Stan took the small propane tank
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off the gas grill and attached it to the
water heater. Unfortunately, the regulator on the tank couldn’t meet the gas
flow demanded by the water heater.
No fire. Stan called Gene Hetsel who
always seems to have the parts Stan
needs just lying around. On the last
day of November Gene and his stepson, Kenyon, came over for a visit.
They brought many big gas regulators. They made fire! The next day,
the first of December, the Luke Brothers pumped 100 gallons of propane
into Stan’s new tank. Now he could
make heat wholesale!
While he was there Kenyon and
Gene also helped Stan check out his
original Defender arcade video game.
It was feeling poorly and Kenyon,
world renown video game and pinball guru, said that he would look at
it (see Link 5). Unfortunately, it appeared to be a defective main board.
Kenyon told Stan where to send it and
within a few weeks Stan was back in
business killing space aliens!
December also meant final exams
and the end of the fall semester. Stan
caught a few more plagiarizers and
gave out the associated F’s. He also
had a student who wrote so badly that
Stan contemplated giving him a negative score. He probably would have
done better had he actually plagiarized his paper.
Bad News and Still More Bad News...
December’s weather was rather
mild and during break Stan now had
plenty of time to work on the Garage
Mahal project. On 20 December Stan
was toiling away in the garage. After
returning to the main house for a
snack Stan noticed that there was a
message on the answering machine.
SOSU Colleague C.W. von Bergen
had called. When Stan returned the
call he learned that Robert Henderson had died early that morning.
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Stan was stunned. Stan had just 2003 ended on a very bitter note.
spoken to Robert only two days before. Robert had been recovering from
a planned hernia operation earlier in
the week and his recovery seemed to
be progressing well. He was in good Half a Year, Half a Year,
Half a Year Onward...
spirits on Thursday and then, suds has already been noted,
denly, he was gone just a few days
2004 did not get off to a very
after his 61 st birthday. Robert
auspicious beginning. HowHenderson’s death cast a pall over the
ever, there were some early signs of
remainder of the holiday break.
Unfortunately, life offers no pen- joy. Gisèle was enjoying her new job
alties for piling on. On January 18th with its travel to exotic locations such
the University was open but classes as Bedford, Dallas and Longview,
had yet to begin. A memorial cer- Texas. Stan was looking forward to
emony was held on campus and many getting an office of his own when the
colleagues, family, friends and stu- squatters in the other half of his builddents all shared their memories of ing finally vacated. So, considering
Robert. Stan was one of those asked the bad start, maybe 2004 was lookto speak and he managed to get ing a bit brighter.
One of the first happy occasions
through his segment without embarof the new year was the inaugural
rassing himself.
In one of those plot twists you event in the Garage Mahal - a Super
simply cannot make up Stan learned Bowl party! Stan and Gisèle had fiearly the next day that yet another nally declared the guesthouse portion
colleague, Dr. Fadel Mahdy, had died. of the Garage Mahal to be “operaDr. Mahdy ate a late lunch and, at tional.” An engineered wood floor had
about the same time as the memorial been installed and Stan finally finfor Robert Henderson, he died of a ished all the wood trim work. Even
heart attack while getting up from the the attic was insulated! Except of the
obviously missing kitchen [And comtable. He was 52.
In another of those plot twists no- plete lack of a bathroom! Ed.] the
body ever believes are true, Stan and guesthouse was complete and ready
Fadel had discovered that they were for a party.
Stan invited his colleagues
actually neighbors when they both
lived in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia! Dr. George Jacox and Kyle Thomas as
Mahdy taught for twelve years at King well as Will and Marsha Mawer. UnSaud University and lived just a few fortunately, George and Kyle insisted
blocks from Stan’s place at the 520 on bringing their entire families! This
Compound. Of course they did not was the Super Bowl! Did they think
learn this until almost ten years later that the Super Bowl was some sort of
when they met in Durant, Oklahoma. “family” entertainment? [What were
A small world indeed and now seem- they thinking? Ed.]
Stan had plumbed the Garage
ingly much smaller and emptier withMahal for telephone, Cable and netout Fadel and Robert.
If you detect a strong dose of an- work connections. So he hooked up
ger and bitterness at the end of this his VCR to the cable and hooked that
otherwise light publication, you are up to an LCD projector. Wala! Bigcorrect. If you don’t like it, tough shit. screen TV! He hooked the audio outContinued on page 27...
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Malevolent Mechanics Mock Stan
oyal readers will fondly recall
one of Stan’s colleagues,
Kyle Thomas. Often, when
Stan needed to tow some piece of
heavy equipment to or from the Durant Rental Center, Kyle was kind
enough to lend Stan his pickup truck.
While the truck would never win any
beauty contests, it had a tow hitch and

L

it did the trick. Unfortunately, Kyle
turned on Stan when he purchased his
new pickup truck in 2000. In a blatant slap in the face Kyle deliberately
bought a truck without a tow hitch!
[See the BR Gazette, Vol 12, No. 1.
Pg. 15 for all the gory details. Ed.]
Well, Kyle’s mean-spirited actions have spread. Those malevolent

mechanics at SOSU, Alan Davis,
Mike Pruitt and Clay Langley, all
jumped on the “Kyle Thomas” band
wagon this year. They all purchased
new pickup trucks and, following
the lead of the Mocker-in-Chief,
Kyle Thomas, refused to order or
install a tow hitch on their trucks.
All this just to mock Stan!

Head mechanic Alan Davis and his
new pickup truck. Yeah, it may have
a Hemi - but it certainly does not have
a tow hitch! Go Ram yourself, Alan.

Mike Pruitt’s new truck is also sans
tow hitch. Stan thought he could count
on Mike, a fellow Air Force veteran,
to back him up. Boy was he wrong!

Not only does Clay Langley’s new
truck not have a tow hitch, but it is
licensed in Texas - where tow hitches
are required by state law! Look it up!
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Hawaii Five-0
R

emember Hawaii Five-0, the
television series that ran from
1968 to 1980? Remember
that surf pounding beat as drums thundered out the percussion intro to the
theme song? Remember, “Book ‘em,
Danno!” Remember Kam Fong as
Chin Ho and Zulu as Kono? Well, unfortunately, Stan does, and that made
him start to think.
Admittedly, this is a dangerous
enterprise, but after all, this is Stan’s
little paper, so he gets to do as he
damn well pleases. So, what is this
“dangerous idea?” Well, lets put it this
way, in 2007 Stan will turn fifty years
of age [Hard to believe, I know. Ed.].
Hawaii is the fiftieth state. The TV

show was called “Hawaii Five-0.” Get
it? It’s all an obtuse excuse for a party!
That’s right, Stan wants to have a
party - in Hawaii - in 2007 - to celebrate
the fiftieth anniversary of his birth. He
would like to invite family and friends
and make something of a week-long
event of it. So this article is his crude
attempt at gauging the level of interest
out there in reader-land.
Stan’s perpetual calendar divines that his birthday (16 August)
will fall on a Thursday in 2007. So
Stan would probably begin the festivities on Monday, the 13th and
they would continue through the
weekend (Sunday, 19 August). I’m
sure Stan will come up with all man-

ner of silly themes for each day of
the big bash and organize any number of bizarre entertainment extravaganzas. Full-contact Twister
with plenty of vegetable oil immediately comes to mind [Oh joy! Ed.].
If enough people show (or at
least feign) interested early enough
perhaps some sort of discount may
be obtained. This enterprise is still
in the very early - “we’ll burn that
bridge when we come to it” - stage
of planning. But Stan is serious!
So, if you are interested at all in
planning your summer vacation
around Stan’s silliness in August,
2007, please let him know.

Be there! Aloha!

John Edwards Campaigns in Durant!

W

ell, no wonder he lost the
primary! Edwards was
wasting all his time in little
‘ol Durant, Oklahoma. Actually Stan
thought it was pretty neat to see a national political candidate drop in on
sleepy Durant [I believe Durant has
0.136 electoral votes.... Ed.]. When
he appeared on campus the ballroom
was packed and standing room only.
Everybody who was anybody in
Bryan county showed up, which, admittedly, isn’t many people. But still, it was
exciting! Stan’s pal Joey is a big John
Edwards fan and almost became orgasmic when Stan described the scene. The
last time Joey was this excited was
when X-Files’ “Cigarette Smoking
Man” (Alan B. Davis) sat at Stan’s table
at the Free Inquiry convention in Los
Angeles a few years back.
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puts to a amp and his large Manchev
speakers. Gisèle and Stan also
dragged some furniture over to the
party venue so folks could actually sit
down. And while Stan managed to
miss the “wardrobe malfunction” the
rest of the event was a success.
The rest of 2004 was more of the
same old stuff - yet another semester
teaching a bunch of ungrateful children [I think I detect a note of bitterness... Ed.]. However, in a big change
from the past sleepy little ‘ol Durant
hit the big-time with a visit from
Democratic presidential candidate
John Edwards. Stan attended a campaign rally on the SOSU campus
which was standing room only. All the
local political heavyweights were
there. The rally even garnered national press coverage! [Imagine. Ed.]
The spring did have some highlights. Stan and his colleagues attended the fourth annual Oklahoma
Aviation Education Symposium in
Stillwater, which they also co-sponsor along with Oklahoma State University. All of the SOSU faculty presented papers and even dressed up!
Later in the spring Stan finally got
his own office! With a window! [Get
out! Ed.] The new offices were now
available due to the fact that the
former tenants finally moved out.
Ever since Stan has been with SOSU
(1998) he was told that the other side
of the building (fully one half of the
office space) would be given to the
aviation folks “soon.” After six long
years “soon” finally happened.
After some much needed renovations the new offices were ready and
Dr. Conway, Dr. Gene, George, Kyle,
Claudette and Stan all moved into
their new homes! Stan thinks this is
all just spiffy! This is also a much
nicer way to end an issue. See you
next year [Bye! Ed.].

GEE
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Kathryn Simone Jacox, daughter of Stan’s colleague George Jacox, recently became the national poster-child for the “Children Should Be Seen
and Not Heard” campaign. Kathryn is their 2004 Non-Spokesperson.

Stan’s List-O-Links & Trivia Answer
Link 1: Wally Funk
www.ninety-nines.org/funk.html
Link 2: Spiderbait
http://www.redbackrock.com/rock/features/story_sptrbtfl0w_157.html
Link 3: Jan Harold Brunvand
http://www.hum.utah.edu/english/faculty/brunvand.html
Link 4: Snopes
http://www.snopes.com.
Link 5: Kenyon Kemp
http://www.pinballrebel.com/
Link 6: Sonic Drive-In
http://www.sonicdrivein.com/history/part1.jsp
Link 7: The Art Institute of Chicago
http://www.artic.edu/artaccess/AA_Modern/pages/MOD_5.shtml
Trivia Answer: The phrase “the nattering nabobs of negativism” is from
an address in San Diego on 11 September, 1970 by former
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew attempting to attack the press corps.
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